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"Big Saturday's" excitement and laughter has
been captured in a pictural feature this week.
Weekend scenes along with a poem on the game
can be found, on page 6 and 7 of the Tiger.
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Student Assembly Elects Officers

Baltimore Symphony Appears
For Series' Third Concert
Secretary Elected

WESC Visits Clemson

New Positions Named
By Student Assembly

Adler Directs
Great Scenes
Front Operas
Baltimore Symphony Or-

Jimmy Culclasure was elected mously by the Assembly.
chestra will present the
secretary and Bill Martin assist- Doug Richards asked if freshthird concert of the series
ant secretary of Student Assem- men may keep their cars on the
Dec. 5 following earlier
bly at the Nov. 10 meeting. The campus during dance weekends
main duties of the assistant sec- longer than the time now allotted:
performances by Fred
retary are to handle Tiger arti- Bill Schachte said that the trafWaring and the Marine
cles and any business with WSBF fic committee would consider the
Band.
extended time.
which may arise.
Under the direction of Peter
Student Assembly, the legislaCommittees Named
Herman Adler, the symphony will
tive body of the
students, is
Several more appointments to
feature a program of some of the
made up of representatives from the constitution committee were
greatest scenes and instrumental
the freshman, sophomore, jun- made
by the
speaker, Bill
selections from the operas
of
ior and senior classes with the Schachte. The appointed members
Richard Wagner and Guiseppe
Council of Club Presidents also are Mike Best, Rusty Willimon
Verdi. Frances Yeend, soprano,
being represented.
and Bob Newton.
and Charles O'Neill, tenor, will
Each class has five representa- Original appointments to the
be the soloists.
tives with the Council of Club constitution committee were Hal
Frances Yeend has a voice
Presidents having 20 representa- Littleton, Gene Crocker, Bill Marideally suited to the music of
tives.
tin, Ken
Blakeney
and Bill
Verdi and Wagner. Her reperSchachte,
Quorum Vote Undecided
Shown above are newly elected officers of student assembly. Left to right are: Bill Schachte,
tory of operatic heroines is one
A
suggestion
to
formulate
a
president; Hal Littlejohn, chaplain; Bill Martin assistant secretary; and Jimmy Culclasure,
of the most extensive and inquorum
necessary
for
this
year's
secretary. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)
cludes the demanding role of
Student Assembly was submitted.
"Turadot" which only a few
A discussion was held, but the
artists are able to sing.
quorum was not set.
Bill
Star of
the New York City
Schachte, speaker of the Student
Opera Company and guest artist
Assembly, said that attendance
in most of the leading opera
regulations would be set at the
houses throughout America, Miss
next meeting.
Next item of business was the
Greenville announcer, Johnny Wright, broadcasts from WSBF Yeend has also enjoyed great suctrouble the Freshman Council is Kemp Mooney, fifth year arch- studio at Clemson for the all day program, "Clemson Calling.'' cesses abroad. Some of the world's
having with a freshman who was itect student from Raleigh.N. C. WSBF engineer Van Fair looks on. (Tiger photo by Alex most eminent conductors have
chosen her for important vocal
South Carolina Student Legisla- lina, Converse College, Columbia rence. Clemson will have 16 on trial for not getting a haircut. was notified Tuesday that he McCormack.)
works, including Ormandy, Walture will open its fourth session College, and Presbyterian Col- seats in the House of Repre- The freshman had walked out of has won first prize in a Garden
sentatives. These representa- the last trial held by the Council. Rowhouse National Competition
ter, Beecham and Mitropoulos.
Dec. 1 continuing through Dec. 3. lege.
Audition Winner
During the following discus- for Milwaukee, Wis. This conThe' Student Legislature is a meet- In addition to these schools tives are Tatum Gressette, Tim
Charles O'Neill, winner of the
ing of representatives from col- The Citadel, Newberry, and Er- Timmerman, Robert Hill, John sion, Irley Wright moved that test was sponsored by the Milskine are expected to send dele- Timmerman, Hal Littleton.
1957 Metropolitan Auditions of the
the Assembly send a letter to waukee Gas and Light Co.
leges throughout the state.
Also, Bert Wood, Angus McGre^ the administration that the
Air, has studied with the MetroFredrick Schweitzer, architect
The student sessions are con- gates this year.
politan Opera. Because of his apducted in exactly the same man- Each school is represented by gor, Phil Kennedy, Jim Caugh- freshman be sent before the and professional advisor for the
pearance (he is over six feet
ner that the state conducts its two senators and one representa- man, Paul Goodson, Lee Floyd, Senior Council for his abuse of judging, advised Kemp that his "Clemson Calling" a full day's
ed to a direct line to WESC's tall) he has been called the "DraJim Youngblood, Malcolm Mc the Freshman Council. The mo- award is $1750 which will
be
regular legislative sessions. Dur- tive for every 250 students.
from Clemson will Teer, Mike Best, Jimmy Culclas tion was seconded by Doug presented to him at an Awards broadcast of activities connected rebroadcast over their transmit- matic Tenor."
ing the course of the three day beSenators
Bill Schachte and Bob Law- ure, and Reid Blakeney.
Richards and carried unani- Banquet tomorrow in Milwau- with the Clemson-University of ter.
In his appearances with opera
session issues of interest in the
South Carolina football
game A second line was run from companies
and
orchestras
kee.
state are debated just as is done
Approximately
90 entries originated from the studios of the stadium to the Clemson ex- throughout America Mr. O'Neill
in the regular legislature.
were received in the competi- WSBF and was broadcast over change and then to the WSBF has taken such tenor roles as
On Thursday, the first day of
tion and nine prizes have been WESC in Greenville.
studio where it was put on tin Rhadames in 'Aida," Don Jose
the session, committee appointBill Rarney chief engineer and line to Greenville.
in "Carmen,' and Siegmund in
made.
Eligible entrants were
ments are made from the list
practicing architects and stu- Van Fair assistant engineer for
"Clemson
Calling"
was "Die Walkuere."
of delegates. Friday morning is
Thursday available to any radio station
dents and designers. The final WSBF spent last
Peter Herman Adler assumes
reserved for committee meetand Friday setting up the equip- in South Carolina that wished the position of conductor of the
judging
was
held
last
Friday
ings and that afternoon issues
District manager H. E. Simp- and on the jury were architects ment for the broadcast.
Officials from Southern
Bell tions lines to various units.
to broadcast any portion
of Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
will be debated in the two
WSBF equipment was used the program. Several stations for the 1959-60 season after havTelephone Co. labored through
Priority was given to drug- son of Anderson estimated the Harry Weese of Chicago; Vinhouses of the legislature.
gists, doctors and law enforce- equipment damage at $500,000. cent Kling of Philadelphia; and for the broadcast. The major carried the program. However
(Continued On Page 8)
Saturday will be used for the last Saturday night in an effort
ment agencies in the town. A Damage to the building at 99 Francis Lethbridge of Wash- portion of the show was from WSBF could not give the
to
restore
some
3300
telephones
election of new officers. A new
WSBF's studios with some por- exact number of stations that
deadened by a $500,000 fire. mobile .office was station- Earl St. was placed at around ington.
governor will be elected to reed here from Greenville as mi- $10,000 by an insurance adjus- The competition was announc- tions originating from the pres- carried the broadcast.
place James Creel, Clemson sen- Several circuits including ones
ter.
ed in late summer. Kemp spent ident's box in the stadium.
The program consisted of a
ior now serving as governor. An for the Clemson House and log- cro-wave units were set up at
strategic
places.
By
Monday
service
has
been
the past summer in Milwaukee Joe Suddeth program director series of interviews with Clemelection will also be held to select gia were connected Sunday for
Such emergency units were restored to about 1,000 of the where he worked and learned of for WSBF said that an intricate son president R. C. Edwards
a new Speaker of the House. Ken emergency use in town. The colerected
atop the Clemson House disrupted phones. With exped- the contest. Mr. Richard W. E. series of telephone lines . was members of the faculty and some
Powell, Clemson senior, is pres- lege switchboard ham radio
and
between
here and Anderson. ient repairs made by the tele- Perrin, executive director of the used to relay the program from students. One of the highlights of Tomorrow several officers of
operators and the
National
ently Speaker of the House.
By 11 a. m. Sunday new equip- phone company, service was re- Milwaukee Housing Authority, Clemson to Greenville. One line the program was a recording of the Clemson student chapter of
Guard-Signal
Company
gave
asAmong, the issues to be diswas run from the studio to the Gator Farr's gamecock funeral. the American Institute of Archiment had already been ordered stored to almost all phone pa- agreed to be his sponsor.
cussed are: capitol punishment, sistance during the early part to replace damaged facilities.
trons by Tuesday night.
switchboard of the local tele- Joe Suddeth said that the pro- tects leave to attend the annual
Of
the
competition,
Kemp
said,
parking facilities at state support- of the week' toward restoring
"The project was to design a phone exchange and then connect- gram was primarily one of pub- national meeting of student AIA
normalcy.
ed schools, marriage law revisseries of row houses, a type of
licity for Clemson. Parts of the chapters in Washington, D. C.
Only one hour after the Blue Town Picks Nixon
ion, Governor Ernest F. Hollings'
urban apartment, to accommo- 'C Company Claims program were devoted to giving ■Those officers who attended the
four point education program, Key dance started fire broke
date families of middle income
information about Clemson that meetings in past years returned
higher education and the county out on the roof of the central
who wanted to live in a close ROTC Drill Awards would be of particular interest with an obvious sense of accomoffice where dial facilities are
kickback tax system.
proximity to the city."
Company "C", First Battle for high school students thinking plishment and shared with memAuthorities
stated
The highlight of the legisla- located.
"The site is a city block five Group, was declared winner of of entering the college.
bers a better understanding of
tive session will probably be a though that damag due to
minutes from downtown Mil- the Army ROTC drill competithe work and purposes of the AIA.
speech by
Sam Rayburn, heat and water exceeded actual
waukee which has been desig- tion held during a Brigade pa- TAPS To Push Sales This year's officers expressed
fire
destruction.
Speaker of the House of RepClemson's straw ballot on the Presidential election nated a slum clearance pro- rade Nov. 10. The selection was Drive After Nov. 28 a desire that they would learn as
resentatives of the United
Plant foreman of the Clemson
ject. There were 32 units to be made by Brigade . Commander
well as share ideas with repreStates Congress, or Horace system G. W. Stonecypher dis- indicated that Richard M. Nixon would bury John F. designed; 8 three bedroom Cadet Col. A. D. Rodgers arid
Paul Wright, business mana- sentatives from other schools. OfCannon, parliamentarian for covered the blaze in the brick Kennedy in the popular vote. The students' prediction units and 24 two bedroom his staff.
ger of Taps, has announced ficers attending this year are:
the House.
concrete-block building
during came true in the local phase of the election.
units," he explained.
Cadet Capt. George Pressley, that a TAPS sales drive will be Bob Washington, president of the
The nine schools represented in a checking of line trouble.
Kemp said his winning design industrial engineering major of conducted by the staff in the Clemson chapter; Rod Westbury,
Clemson's three boxes were
the Student Legislature last year ' As College fire station person- strongly for the Vice-President. remaining votes. Nixon held slim "featured a concrete structure Asheville, commands "C" Com- dormitories during the week vice president; and committee diwere Coastal Carolina, Wofford, nel fought the fire till early The box located in the town leads in Hawaii and Alaska. Each that tried to suggest the heavi- pany, which has yet to be defeat- following Thanksgiving.
rectors Ken Pace, Jakie Lee, Dan
ness of Milwaukee architecture. ed in the competition. Platoon
Clemson, Coker College, Win- Sunday morning telephone men proper (Pickens County) gave of these states has 3 votes.
Leach and Fred Parrish.
To be included in the project was leaders are Cadet First Lieutenthrop, University of South Caro- started to repair communica- Nixon 729 votes to only 275
a central recreation area for the ants Tom Fincher, Frank Phillipa
for Kennedy.
In Open Letter
(Continued On Page 4)
and Steve Beasley.
The two Oconee County precincts went for Nixon by smaller pluralities. From the Stone
Church voting district Nixon polled 255 votes to Kennedy's 80. The
only close balloting in the area Fifth year architect students
rive
at
Clemson,
depicted
with
the
Editors of the newspaper of the
was in the Excelsior district plan to leave tomorrow at noon
losing school in the Clemson-Caro- usual warped Carolina humor.
Dear Fellow Students:
where the votes split 13 to 12 for for an eight day field trip to
One unfortunate Carolina stu- Nixon.
Bna game must publicly eat his
New York City. They plan to stop
On behalf of the members of student government
editorial page after the game, ac- dent who stood by innocently
on the way up at Philadelphia
I
would
like to express to you our sincere appreciation
There
were
1364
ballots
cast
was nabbed at this ceremony
cording to age-old tradition.
and the Lewis Kahn building, and
for your cooperation during this past weekend in makLast Saturday in the Tiger and forced to down a small with Nixon receiving 997 votes or on the return trip plan to visit
73.1 per cent of the total vote.
ing it a weekend of harmonious relations between the
Tavern about 5 p.m., gleeful portion of the map. After the Kennedy received a total of 367 Washington, D. C.
"meal," the victims felt slightly
Included in the New York
members
of the Tiger staff green (as who wouldn't after votes in the Clemson area.
students of Carolina and Clemson.
tour will be visits to the Seawatched as Charles Behling, ed- eating
It is gratifying to know that all of you are willa Carolina editorial
According to the straw ballot gram's Building, United Nations
itor of the Gamecock; Howard page?)
ing to make a sincere effort to uphold the high
the Clemson student body went Building and the Guggenheim
Hellams, sports editor; and varfor Nixon with a vote of 864 to Museum.
standards of Clemson. This effort was most clearious other staff members val- United Fund Gains 5P8. Nixon received 59.1 per cent
In the evenings students plan
ly
evident in the manner of your personal conduct,
of the student vote in this elec- to attend Broadway shows of
iantly chewed their portions of
which was true to form of authentic country gention.
Record
Percentage
their
choice
as
well
as
the
the page.
tlemen. You are to be congratulated especially on
The vote pattern in Clemson Metropolitan Opera.
In a moment of weakness, the Clemson United Fund has obMembers of the fifth year class
your conduct during the game.
tained 116 per cent of its goal, followed neither the state nor
Tiger editor decided only to make highest percentage in our history
are: John Preston, Bill Davis,
the
national
trends.
Kennedy
Several Carolina students expressed to me their
the losers eat one especially of- and highest of any current United
carried South Carolina by slight- Gil Parker, Les Clayton, Don
fending portion of the page. This Fund campaign in the state.
appreciation
for the cordial welcome that they experily less than 9,000 votes. Kenne- Howden, Bob Dickenson, Rod
portion.was a map showing, in a
enced
on
our
campus, and they stated that as a result
Westbury,
Don
Benz,
Bob
WashRay W. Rutledge, chairman dy polled 195,487 votes; Nixon
fantastic sort of way, how to arington,
Hank
Moormann,
Amir
186,622.
of
this
their
opinion
of Clemson had risen considerably.
of UF, expressed thanks to the
Behbehani, Harry Martin, Dave
Associated
Press
figures
releasThis
is
exactly
what
student government was striving
students
of
Clemson
for
their
Student Government
Jack Parsons, Kemp
ed last Monday showed Kennedy Martin,
for when we started planning for this weekend, and we
generous contributions. He ac- leading by only 268,271 votes of Mooney, Fred Sigg and Liz BookLeaders Send Letter knowledged the assistance of
extend to you our heartfelt thanks for making the
popular vote of 67,149,321. er.
Angus McGregor, president of the Block C Club and the YMCA aAttotal
Also taking the trip will be
this time 38 electoral votes
weekend
a success.
the student body, has announcabout 50.2 per cent of the total Klugh Connors, an architectural
As I think of the fine qualities which you as Clemed that the Clemson Student Cabinet.
engineering major, and Joseph
Continuing he stated that a few vote.
Government has sent a letter of
son students displayed, I am deeply humbled that I
L. Young, member of the archiIn
the
votes
that
count,
the
students
have
money
that
may
be
condolence to the California
have the opportunity to serve you as a member of
tectural
faculty.
Electorial
College,
Kennedy
is
Polytechnic Institute. Included considered surplus so we are esassured of 300 and Nixon 185. The fourth year architecture
your student government.
pecially
proud
of
their
response.
with the letter was a gift of $15
At this time 38 electoral voters class returned Tuesday from a Frank B. "Gator" Farr once again returned to Clemson for
Respectfully yours,
for a fund in memory of the This shows a generosity and so- were still in doubt. Of these Ken- three-day field trip to Kentucky his memorable sermon to bury "that damn chicken". The
Angus McGregor
deceased members of their foot- cial conscience which we believe nedy held a slight lead in Cali- where they visited several hospi- sermon at Friday nights pep rally attracted some 6,000 peowill always be attributed of Clemball team.
President, Student Government
fornia which controls 32 of the tal plants.
ple. (Tiger photo by Alex McCormack.)
son students, he said.

Mooney Wins
Architectural
Design Award

S. C. Student Assembly
To Meet Here Dec. 1st

WESC Broadcasts
"Clemson Calling"

Fire Rages Phone Building
Causing $500,000 Damage

Officers Of AIA
Attend Meeting
In U. S. Capitol

Straw Ballot Predictions
Pattern Clemson Elections

Behling, Heliums Eat Words
As Mighty Tigers Eat Birds

Architectural
Students Leave
For NY Saturday

Student President
Commends Conduct
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

IFC Dances Fill Void
In Social Calendar

Continued Active Participation In Politics Is Answer
To Keeping Abreast Of Current Issues
Just because the Presidential election
is over is no sign that the political interest is dead. Rather, it is the time when
we should continue to participate actively in poltics by keeping abreast of the issues that will face the new executive
branch of our government as well as the
Congress.
The interest and activity generated
on our campus during the campaigns
were a sure, indication that our generation is concerned about the welfare of
our country. We have shown through
the past few weeks this concern
by the discussion, arguments, and
published opinions of our students
The two political clubs did a great job
in getting out the vote along with increasing the interest in the campaign.
The campaigns were conducted on a
high plane by both candidates. "Mud
slinging" was held to a minimum possibly because neither nominee has a bad
previous career. Some misinterpretation, too general comment, and implications were used, but a touch of spice
makes the flavor better.
The manner in which the students
conducted themselves even in heated debates was exemplary of the high level
politics has been placed. Except for the
train incident, we can be proud of our
action. May the mentioned exception
never be repeated by Clemson students
or any group again.
We must not dismiss national politics
from our minds. We have to remain interested and take an active part in our
national times other than election years.
American people have in the recent past
failed to do this; and the end result was
this election, an election in which many
people voted not for a candidate but
against the other.
The people of the South had little to
vote for in the platform of either nominee. This was partially due to the fact
that little attention is paid to the South
and why should they? The Democrats
consider most of the South as solid
Democratic and the Republicans don't
believe the votes gained here would be
worth the cost and effort to obtain them
by making their party platform more acceptable to the South. We seem to be
immaterial to either party. What to do
is ,a question that has puzzled fellow
Southerners for years, and we can offer
no feasible solution.
If our Democratic Congressmen lose
their prominent Congressional Committee posts, then this could lead to the
Third Party, which has its good and bad
points. Perhaps then we would be wooed by both parties, and then again maybe we would just be written off and forgotten. However, this question of what
is the South to do is not the aim of
this editorial.
We students, who took so active a
part in the past election, must not forget

politics. The college students of today
will be the leaders in the not-too-distant
future. We must be prepared. We must
stay informed. We must be ready to accept the great responsibility that will be
ours.
Some who are active in poltics are
politicians. Others are called statesmen.
Some work for the good of self. Some
work for the good of their party, Others
work for the good of the people. We,
on who lies much of the responsibility
for the future of the South and the nation, must not let selfish ambition classify us as ambitious party politicians
who consider self and party more important than the welfare of the people
we represent. We can never let personal
gain through a national party deter us
from respecting the needs of our people.
Too many people choose sides as to
which party has the best chance of winning rather than which party has the
best platform.
Many platforms could be devised
which would gain the popular vote, but
. would destroy our democratic way of
life. Socialism would be good for the
masses but would destroy man's initiative
and in so doing, destroy our concept of
man. A man who cannot better himself is lost. One with no aim is dead.
We must protect our form of government and our way of life from the evils
of socialism that would annihilate it.
Both party platforms were of socialistic tendency. They were designed to
gain the vote. We had better wake up
to the fact that the future is not so bright
as it once was for the individual freedom of man and intiative to determine
a man's station in life. These and other
concepts are beginning to show signs of
fading from America, the land of the
free.
Now that we have elected Mr. Kennedy to be our next President, we cannot sit back and leave the functions of
government entirely up to him. We
still have a responsibility. Many of his
policies we do and will object to, and
we must make our protest heard. Many
of his decisions, such as security decisions, we must as Americans accept willingly and without question. He will
need the support and cooperation of
every American, Democratic or Republican.
Petty grievances and internal politics
can create a non-unified front which
will be vulnerable to non-Democratic
forms of goverment. We must be unified as Americans and back our next
President as we have the ones in the
past. We can support and give full cooperation to Mr. Kennedy and yet disagree with him and even do something
about it. However, these differences
must not have any adverse effect on the
unified aims of the people. Let us all
pledge our support to the new President
Elect.

End Of Rat'Period Viewed With Much Relief

"Rat rule and Rat hats" are now a
thing of the past, a memory that will not
be soon forgotten by our Freshmen. You
Frshmen were good "Rats." You responded to the new basis of dining hall
cheering with mild enthusiasm, but what
the fullest sense. We, upperclassmen
tried to compare you and your cheering
under the conditions that now exist in
the dining hall, to the cheering of the
massed "Rats" in the past. In a sense
we did not do the job that was expected
of us.
Our responsibilities changed as did
the "Rats," and we did not meet them in
the fullest sense. We ,upperclassmen
and "Rats" did an amiable job in preserving some traditions and creating new

The
He Roars For

ones.
The student body as a whole needs
to be commended for our conduct Saturday. No major incident marred the first
"Solid Saturday" clash at Death Valley.
The spirit was high and yet the "spirits"
on the Clemson side were held to a minimum. We acted as true Clemson men.
The welcome planned for the Carolina Special Train did not come off. Few
Carolina student were on the train, so
the whole thing was called off. Did anyone fail to be cordial to our "feathered"
guests? If any did, we have not heard
of it, and it is our sincere hope that
there was no unfriendly action on the
part of any Clemson student.
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By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
Most of the excitement that has been in the air for
the past several weeks, resulting from elections and
the Clemson-Gamehen U. clash, has now died away,
and all we have to stir our imagination is the prospect
of a cold winter devoid of any social activity, save mid-winters which is to come
sometime is far-off February.
Maybe this writer should have inserted the word "unless" in the preceding paragraph several times, also the initial "IFC." This group, as we see it,
can be responsible for making the weekends at Clemson more than just a time to be bored or
leave the campus.

***

The IFC-sponsored dance last Friday night was a
smashing success that was hoped for, but not expected
to the extent that it turned out. Publicity for this
much needed gathering was not seen by most of the
student body, because the posters that were put up
.came down after less than one day of display. Don't
ask us why, or who did it, but most of the fraternities
have some sneaky ideas that they know most of the
answers.

*

PLA\

One Man's Opinion

Maybe this was all for the best, though, since the
dance floor was packed to capacity as it was. Many
more couples would have made things rather crowded
for all those in attendance. We feel, after attending
this party (I hesitate to call it just a dance, for that
word doesn't even come close to being an accurate
description), that the IFC should be encouraged from
all sides to put on more of the same on suitable weekends. This was much to good to become a one shot
or once a year proposition.

rtvce lM

Some may have the mistaken idea that this concerns only fraternity members. This is not at all the
situation. IFC-sponsored dances are merely sponsored
by fraternities, with first priority on the tickets going
to fraternity members, and the remainder being sold
through the fraternity to persons who have expressed
a
desire to attend. No "stags" are allowed at IFC
By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
possibly know who was best dances, and tickets are issued to individuals, being
Gentlemen, I assume, you qualified for the positions.
non-transferable.

Lack Of Cheering Among Seniors
Disgraces Traditional
This past weekend was one
one of the greatest ever seen
on the Clemson campus. The
Mighty Tigers triumphed not
only on the football field, but
in every other aspect included
as a part of the
past weekend.
No matter
how
nearly
perfect a weeke n d may be
though, there is
always one dark
spot. This cancer seems to be
the high and mighty senior
sitting in his little haven of
solitude in the stands at football games.
This writer was absolutely
astounded at the lacadaisical
manner and cheerless cheers
that seem to issue forth from
the senior section. One could
name names, but not wanting
to embarrass certain individuals who think themselves Important, this writer shall refrain from such practices.
It would seem these persons
believe the whole college owes
them a debt of gratitude for
even attending the game; that
their very attendance in itself
is a gigantic sacrifice for the
well-being of the college; that
their very purpose at Clemson
is to be there and be seen so
that others may say, "Did you
see so and so?"

do not become sophisticated
by being senile in your conduct and attitude. You cry indignantly, "We're losing our
privileges", but you sit in utter
disgrace when you still retain
one of these few privileges so
bountifully
bestowed
upon
you.
Remember that you are given your privileges in the name
of tradition, but. you try to end
your privileges, by subjugating
tradition itself. As a grand and
glorious senior, or at least you
must think so, you do not set
the example by sitting closedmouthed and pretending while
others laugh and stare in
amusement. ^
ELECT CHEERLEADERS
So much for the pseudo-sophisticate senior. Now for another point while on the subject of cheering and those who
do the cheering. This writer
has long felt, along with many
others, that cheerleaders ought
to be elected by the student
body.
It seems some of the arguments against such a system
would be that it would be a
popularity contest, that the
cheerleaders themselves know
best who is qualified because
of their long association, that
the student body could not

There seems to be some
fault in the first statement.
What would be better than to
have the most popular students leading cheers at football games. Obviously, if the
student fulfills the qualifications, and a majority elect
him, then he will receive the
majority
of backing when
cheers are made.
But then this argument in
itself seems a little naive, in
that one could say student
body officers are elected on a
basis of popularity. If this is
true, then popularity seems to
be one of the best qualities
and it seems to have given us
qualified student government
leaders. This writer feels the
argument is fallacious, because
he places more respect in the
responsibility of the student at
Clemson and his ability to discern between right and wrong.
Cheerleaders, you need this
plan not for the purpose of
satisfying yourselves, but for
satisfying the student body. If
one thinks the student body
can be ignored, just ask the
TIGER and what was attempted three years ago in the case
of Smedley! Leaders come and
go but the basic shell remains
the same, regardless of their
futile attempts to change the
college.
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Don't expect for one minute the kind of dances
that the CD A sponsors. The big dance weekends are
still in the hands of the CD A, as they should be, and
IFC is in no way in competition with said organization.
What we would really like to see is the IFC sponsor a
party similar to the one last Friday night about once
a month during the social "off-season."
The dance music wouldn't always have to be rock
'n roll, but could vary, using some of our fine oncampus groups, small swing bands and maybe even a
modern combo. It is our opinion that such activity
would add greatly to keeping the student body more
closely bound, and social activity high at times other
than during football season!

Tiger Band Deserves Praise
It seems about time that somebody gave the Tiger
Band some praise. Never, in four years at Clemson,
has this writer seen so much improvement in such a
short time. It was the consensus of opinion at the
game last Saturday that the Tiger Band outshone
the Carolina aggregation by as much as the Tiger
team routed the Roosters on the gridiron; quite a
change from last year, to say the least!
This is not the end of improvements either. Mr.
Butler is to be commended for taking a run-down, almost anemic group, and building it up into a precision
outfit that would be a credit to any college. Not only
is the playing better, but the formations, even the
way the band wears its uniforms, is improved. There
^fastne
keen
something different at every game, instead
same id

rost Weekend s otdyeni behovior °

° ^show that

we

were compelled to

witness at every contest in years gone by.

Portrays Clemson's Good Name
I would like to here and now
commend the students of this
institution for their exemplary
behavior at the first Solid
Saturday football game. I was
very pleased to see that the
usual idiocy which accompanys the game between
Clemson and that school from
the swamps of sandland, was
not present. Moderation or
perhaps parents presence
seems to have held the usual
party atmosphere to a minimum. The non-drinker was
able to watch the ball game
without keeping an eye on the
guy behind him for fear the
drink he was pouring would
end up in his hat.
Another nice thing about the
game was the fact that each
and every person there was
able to have at least eight inches of seat to himself. If you
will recall, when we were
forced to go to that other town
to watch our team maul the
Chickens, we only had about
three inches of seat to look
forward to. This was to make
it seem as if the excuse for a
stadium would hold
30,000
people. I say hold all the
games up here. It's cheaper
and more fun.
Now we come to the part
that makes people mad. You
Rats (pardon me, Freshman)
still have a lot to learn. To begin with, keep your mouths
shut when a girl walks across
the parking lot or the loggia.
It only shows your childishness
when you holler,
stomp,
whistle, and hang by your tails

By T. C. WHEELER
whenever you see a girl. You
will have to learn that the girl
will not stop and talk to you
if she has any pride at all.
She hopes that she will be
treated like a lady when she
visits Clemson, so why not try
It. You can make better time
by introducing yourself and
asking her if you can help her
in any way. This is the mark
of a gentleman and this is
what we are trying to make
out of you.
Next, how about knocking
off with the juvenile type destruction going on around the
campus. The goonheads who
go around pulling up signs
have a lot to learn. It costs
money to paint those signs and
where do you think the money
is coming from? Your own
pocket thats where. It also
costs money to repair fenders
on trucks. -The boys who were
guarding the campus last
weekend will know what I am
talking about. The guarding of
the campus does not give free
license to destroy college or
private property.
Perhaps we had better start
a new course next semester
called HQW TO Walk Past Phils
Without Getting Drunk On
The Fumes. This seems to be
the main reason why the
freshmen sometimes get out of
hand. The boys get a glass of
beer under their belts and
think they are drunk, so, anything they do then is not their
fault. Maybe a new system of

sending the boys parents a
note when the boy is caught
destroying property or acting
like a fool while he is in this
eondition would stop a lot of
it.
I have heard It said by old
Alumni that, the students need
a little more discipline. Maybe
they do, but I would rather
see the students supply that
discipline themselves. Come on
Freshmen, shape up.
Also
some of you other guys in
other classes who are still acting like a bunch of High
School Harrys with the cork
from a cheap wine bottle.
All in all, the Freshman
class this year has shown itself
to be a fine group. I would also
say that there has been less
destruction than in past years.
The Chem. building is still
standing in one piece and has
not floated off as it did last
year.
One little thing that I would
liked to have seen last weekend
was an information booth on
the loggia. As we had a large
group of people up here for the
first visit to our most glorious
campus, it would have been a
good idea to provide a little
service to those who are less
fortunate than we. The next
game isn't coming up for another two years, but perhaps
some organization could make
a note to remind itself to set
up an information booth complete with maps so as to enlighten those from the scody
school about our most modern
school of higher learning.

It may be safely said that we have had the resources (inate) for such a fine band for many years,
but they have not been found or used. Most of the
band is, as usual, composed of freshmen again this
year. You may wonder why this situation. There is
a very simple explanation; most of those who joined
unaware their freshman year were so fed up with
the way things were being run that they were ready
to quit by the end on their first year. We don't think
that this is going to happen as long as things stay under the control of the present director.
Mr. Butler and his staff seem to be making the
band into an organization that treats its members like
human beings, and makes being a part of the Tiger
Band a privilege, not a drudgery that has to be endured for a certain length of time. We feel sure that
the band is going a long way under its new director
who has proven himself so well this season.

Student Body Commended
The student body is to be commended for its overall conduct at the game and other activities of the
past weekend. Never in the history of the games
between Clemson and Carolina has there been so little
of the kind of behavior that can only result in casting
dishonor on a school.
A rat hat was stolen by a Rooster rooter (to little
avail since he could have gotten all he wanted after
the game with no trouble), and a noble Clemsonite
confiscated a Carolina megaphone. Aside from this
minor exchange, which was nothing more than a formality, all was harmony between the students of the
two institutions (even though we hear that a gamecock-type mascot lost his tail after the game), showing our lower state rivals that we of Clemson are real
Country Gentlemen.
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PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

By Warnie

Students Speak

Tillman Hall
Seems Fire Trap

Question of the week — 'Do you think 'Solid
Saturday' achieved its purpose of promoting better
By TOM FTNCHER
relations between Clemson and Carolina?''
Tiger Feature Writer
I believe "Solid Saturday'' was very successful in
Have you noticed
accentuating
the friendliness of the rivalry between
. . ..the two grammar school
girls starting to walk past
a our two schools. Newspaper accounts of the game have
"Keep Off The Grass" sign and commented on the absence of rowdiness in the crowd.
stop? A minute later they went
ahead. Why? You guessed it, they The absence of such rowdiness points out the mature:
followed the example of two col- judgment of today's college student and, in my opinion,!
lege students. Plow. plow, plow!! ■detracts nothing from the game.
. . .that it would be impossiGene Crocker, '63
ble to get out of Tillman Hall
It
is
my
opinion
that
Carolina
now recognizes
in a case of fire? It takes five
minutes without a heated attracClemson as "The College of the South."
Solid
tion to depart that dismal dump.
Saturday showed that Clemson has the support of
At least a fire plan in each classstudents which is not equalled by any other cultural
room would help some.
, . .The Married Studem > As- the state a view of our picturesque, cultural, and
sociation doing a fine job c: usherthe state a view of our pictorious. culutral. and
ing at Tigerama? Hats off men!
athletic center.
and under blackout conditions
Never again will Carolina boast a football
yet!
* *
****•*+
* * *
team,
school spirit, or as highly educated students
. . -bow many students have to
as Clemson.
dance with a lighted cigarette?
With these arsonists on the floor
Dick Ligon. '64
on guard" for all the others
Yes,
I
think
it
was
definitely
a
success. Not only
who are trying to dance without
getting all "fired up.'
did the students get along better but I think there was
. . .the near muteness during a vast improvement in the relations between the fans
Tigerama when the Alma Mater . , -.,
f ,
was sung? The kids at M^.
Mrs. of both schools.
Willimon's nursery school could
Ed Crawford. 63
do a better job.
Yes. I believe that Solid Saturday gave the
. . .bow many big men on camSouth Carolina student an opportunity to see Clempus dont know the difference beson
men on their own campus. The home team
twen social drinking and showmanship drinking? it must be! must provide a certain amount of hospitality to the
fun for a girl to come all those :
visitor. In future years the rivalry and spirit of the
miles just to see her date turn!
football game will remain, but relations between
into a sot before her eyes.
. . .the nitwits who insist upon. Clemson and Carolina, built upon mutual hospitalplacing their fingers, toes, names
ity, will improve.
and hands into wet cement? No:
John A. Ingerto, '62
:inued On Page 8)
"Big Thursday" did not receive immediate success
and national acclaim after the first Clemson-Carolina
game. However, the foundation for that which was to
rise, was laid in that and other early games. Last
The Tigertones. 1960 edition, are pictured above in an inCOLLEGE AVENUE
Saturday the foundation was laid for "Solid Saturday."
formal pose. Left to right the members of the quartet are,
Phone OL 4-2011
Correspondence between "The Tiger" and "The Game- Randy Mishoe, Jimmy Kiier. Sammy Seastrunk, Jerry
cock," a special meeting of Clemson Student Govern- Howard. Note that the photo is autographed; so cut it out
Fri. & Sat., Nov. 18 & 19 ment representatives prior to "Solid Saturday", the Blue for your serapbook of stars: iTiger photo by Alex McCormack)
"TARZAN THE ment represented prior to "Solid Saturday", the Blue
Key dance, a joint pre-game dinner for Clemson and
MAGNIFICENT" Carolina Student Governments, and true Clemson
Courtesy on the part of most students at the game all
In Color

Versatile Tigertones Top Popularity Polls
I

By BOBBY FERRELL
groups in the South.
with which most people are familTiger Feature Writer
Three of the "original" Tiger- iar. As we have heard many
■ Tigertones — one of the finest tones were lost because of grad- complaints against the judging,
and most
versatile singing uation in 1959, but new men were we feel that those skits, although
groups in the South have won recruited and the "new" Tiger- possessing ample talent and hard
the hearts of many at college tones have come through in fly-: work, were not understood by the
land universities throughout the ing colors, just as the originals.; majority of the audience, thereiTri-stete locale for the past four Their first major appearance in: fore we think that the judging
j years. Basically; they are the 1960 was Tigerama, in which they could not have been warranted.
same as past years, with the displayed their colorful character- We hope that Tigerama will coni Tigertones quartet and their ization of past musical personali- tinue to improve and become
iown five piece combo, made up ties. They captured third place- known all over the South."
:of musicians of the highest cali- with this fine display of musical
This year the Tigertones hope,
ber and musical knowledge., ability.
through showmanship, to visit and
;They have, through hard work
In asking ..their opinion on revisit schools and
colleges
!and sheer ability, won them-i Tigerama, they said it was the
throughout North Carolina, South
| selves a place in the entertain- j
best Tigerama in four years. Carolina, and Georgia. They have
ment field.
Since they have participated in shown their ability in past years
For the summer months ot
Tigerama since its first appear- and it seems that they're off to
1960, the Tigertones were under ance, they are in a position to another year of fabulous suci contract by the La Monte Pro- ! make this statement.
cess.
duction Company of New York ■
They noticed the somewhat ir1
to entertain in some of the
' finest nif ht clnbs in the South. rational feelings of the Clemson Waist Coat Lost
: At this time they traveled under students as to the placements of' Homecoming Week
the name of the "Four Winds". skits by the judging staff for'
Friday evening during the
Tigerama. "We feel that the stu-1
They took advantage of the prodent body as a whole is not aware Homecoming dance, a beige
fessional training offered, and
of the circumstances and prob- mouton waist-length coat with
are resuming their college sfttd- i
lems which go into such a pro- fur collar was taken by mistake
ies with an added flavor of ;
duction which incompasses thou- from the coat room.
showmanship and a desire to '
sands of people in and outside of
A reward for its return has
please the most critical listener, i
Clemson as Tigerama."
been made. If found, please conThe Tigertones are made up of' "About the only skits that could tact the Dormitory Office or
a select group of singers with! please most people are those skits George Hall, F-451.
past experience in singing. They:
are headed by Sammy Seastrunk,:
a graduate student majoring in
Zoology. Sammy sings second tenor and has been with the Tiger-,
tones since they originated in
will continue to do so to a greater extent when the
Bv JAMES A. EDDINGS
thrown under the door. Fortunate- 1957. Next is Randy Mishoe, who!
(.Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dumrf, "The Many
entire student bodies of both institutions can work as! When I first came to Clemson ly the group was quieted before formerly sang with the Bengals, i
Loves of Dobie GiUus", tie.)
as a transfer student last year, any real physical damage was
Randy sings baritone, is a jun-j
a unit toward achieving the desired end.
I was immediately impressed by done. Do you think mob action
ior, and is interested in entering j
John H. Timmerman. '62
the great amount of school spirit1 is characteristic of a gentleman?
the ministry after
graduating1'
"Solid Saturday" was about as solid as a wet shown by the student body. Along!I certainly do not!
from Clemson.
1
HOW TO BEAT THE BEAT GENERATION
sponge. In fact the big game did not even raise an with this spirit I became famil- ^^ facts should ^^ you to Jerry Howard is the newest
iar with the term "Country Gen- ask yourse]fj -just what does it
average amount of game spirit. What little spirit was
My cousin Herkie Xylet is a sturdy lad of nineteen summers
tlemen." I soon realized the mean to be a 'Country Gentle- man in the group. He is a junwho has, we all believed until recently, a lively intelligence and
present came from a bottle, As I saw it, the game had meaning of this term and the un- min, trom aemson? How does ior, majoring in engineering and
sings bass. Last but not least is
an assured future. Herkie's father, Walter O. Xylet, is as everyonly one asset, people.
written laws that go along with it ^g^ ^ personally as a. stuJames Kizer, a senior engineerone knows, president of the First National Artificial Cherry
John Snavely. '62
itdent? Is it really worthwhile to ing student. James who sings tenCompany, world's largest maker of artificial cherries for ladies'
Most of you are familiar with have such a reputation?" With or, also sang with the Bengals.
hats. Uncle Walter had great plans for Herkie. Last year he
the guard service organized by some thought these questions can Though all are not of the original
the rats to protect our campus be answered,
sent Herkie to the Maryland College of Humanities, Sciences,
group, these four Clemson stufrom anyone with malicious in- ^ clemson students, we are dents make up the fabulous Tiand Artificial Cherries, and he intended, upon Herkie's graduANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
tent. This is very fine; however, clemson. Our actions determine gertones.
ation, to find him a nice fat wife and take him into the firm as
Hardware - Sporting Goods
I see no need, as one group ap- what clemson and her reputation
The Tigertones originated in
a full partner.
parently did, of protecting the shall be. I think basically we 1957 as a facet of the Glee
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
Could a young man have more pleasing prospects? Of course
college from persons residing in should be loyal to the school and Club, and traveled with them
not.
But a couple of months ago, to everyone's consternation,
the dormitories as guests.
! trustworthy. We should be polite. on shows throughout the state.
Herkie announced that he was not going into the artificial cherry
The head freshman cheerlead- courteous and neat in appear- In 195? they branched out on
business. Nor was he going to stay in college. "I am," said
er from Carolina was a guest in ance; especially when visitors are their own and became recoga room on my hall Friday night, on campus. Wben someone visits nized as one of the best vocal
Herkie, "a member of the Beat Generation. I am going to San
when a group of Clemson students Clemson. they should do so at
Francisco and grow a beard."
actively tried to break into the ease and with confidence that
Well sir, you can imagine the commotion in the family when
room. A fire was started at the they are among friends,
Herkie went traipsing off to San Francisco! Uncle Walter would
base of the door and fireworks
(Continued On Page 81
have gone after him and dragged him home, but unfortunately
he was right in the middle of the artificial cherry season. Aunt
Thelma couldn't go either because of her old leg trouble. (One
of her legs is older than the other.)

Top Vocal Group

Clemson Theatre

Student Sees With Concern Conduct

add

SPECIAL LATE SHOW
Fri. Night, Nov. 18
10:30 P.M., 1 Show Only

"SEX KITTENS
GO TO COLLEGE"
Mamie Van Doren
Sun. & Mon.,
Nov. 20 & 21

'CARRY ON
NURSE"
Tues., Nov. 22
(Double Feature)

"SKI TROOP
ATTACK"
—Plus—

"BATTLE OF
BLOOD ISLAND"

tr &r&toJ£^"!£££'.* • Degrading Title 'Country Gentlemen
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SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

• NEW SHIPMENT OF E-Z-ON TIES
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IBM WILL
INTERVIEW
DECEMBER
13

Candidates tor Bachelors or Masters

Marketing and Sates
Engineering and Science
This is a nmcn»e opportunity to find out about
the many career opportunities at IBM. The IBM
representative can discuss with you typical jobs,
various training prog rams, chances for advanced education, financial rewards, and company benefits—all important factors that affect
your future.
SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM
An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one of
the exceptional growth rates in industry. It has
been a planned growth, based on ideas and
products having an almost infinite application
m oar modern economy.
Diverse and important Products: IBM develops,
manufactures and markets a wide range of
products in the data processing field. IBM computers and allied products play a vital role in

the operations of business, industry, science,
and government
Across-the-Country Operations: Laboratory and
manafactaring facilities are located in Endicott
Kingston, Owego, Pougtikeepste and Ycrktown,
New York: Burlington, Vermont: Lexington. Kentucky; San Jose, California; and Rochester,
Minnesota. Headquarters is located in New
York City with sales and service offices in 198
major cities throughout the United States.
The Accent is on the Individual: No matter what
type of work a person does at IBM, he is given
all the responsibility he is able to handle, and
all the support he needs to do his job. Advancement is by merit
The areas in which IBM is engaged have an unlimited future. This is your opportunity to find
out what that future has to offer you.
CaH or stop in at your placement office to arrange an appointment with the IBM representative for the date above, tf you cannot attend an
interview, write or call the manager of the nearest IBM office:
Mr. P. £ Green, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept 832
302 N. Church Street
Greenville, S. C
CEdar 9-1391

TheLgfc
refreshment
Under

IBM

From

You naturally have a better chance to grow with
a growth company.

Appointment

Pepsi-Cela,

New

York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

So I went. I searched San Francisco for weeks before I found
Herkie living under the counter of a Pronto Pup stand. "Herkie,
how are you?'1 I cried, looking distraughtly upon his tangled
beard, his corduroy jacket, his stricken eyes.
"Beat," said Herkie.
I offered him a Marlboro and felt instantly better when he
took it because when one smokes Marlboros, one cannot be too
far removed from the world. One still has, so to speak, a hold
on the finer things of life—like good tobacco, like easy-drawing
filtration, like settling back and getting comfortable and enjoying a full-flavored smoke. One is, despite all appearances, basically happiness-oriented, fulfillment-directed, pleasure-prone,
'•Herkie, what are you doing with yourself?" I asked.
'I am finding myself," he replied. "I am writing a novel in
the sand with a pointed stick. I am composing a fugue for
clavier and police whistle. I am sculpting in experimental materials—like English muffins."
"And what do you do for iun?" I asked.
"Come," he said and took me to a dank little night club
where men in beards and women in basic burlap sat on orange
crates and drank espresso. On a tiny stage stood a poet reciting
a free-form work of his own composition entitled Excema: The
Story of a Boy while behind him a jazz trio played 200 choruses
of Tin Roof Blues.
"Herkie," said I, "come home with me to the artificial cherries."
"No," said Herkie, so sadly I went home to tell Uncle Walter
the bad news. He was less distressed than I had feared. It seems
Uncle Walter has another son, a quiet boy named Edvorts, about
whom he had completely forgotten, and today Edvorts is in
business with Uncle Walter and Herkie is beat in San Francisco,
and even-one is happy.

*

»

»'

And you too will be happy—with Marlboros, or if pou prefer
an unaltered smoke, with Philip Morris. Try the brand-neui i
Philip Morris king-size Commander—long, mild, and leif\
urely. Hate a Commander—welcome aboard!
/
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Tigers Fly North To Eagles Nest
Menu Lists Bird Meat
For 2nd Straight Week

"Muley Mac" Scampers For Score
By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Editor

Death Valley Kills Cocks
The action in Death Valley last week did not go
exactly as planned. No one had any idea that going
into the fourth quarter, the score would be 3-2, but due
to the fine defensive play on the part of both teams,
the annual classic turned into a punting battle. Sophomore Eddie Werntz turned in his best performance of
the year with a 44 yard average. Eddie kept the Cocks
deep in their own territory for a large part of the
game. One of Werntz's punts, although it only covered
36 yards, rolled dead on the Gamecock 1 yard line. Not
satisfied with this, Mr. Werntz proceeded to boot the
skin for 57 yards in the fourth quarter. This punt
aided greatly in setting up the Tiger's only touchdown.
Guard Lonnie Armstrong added three points to the
cause when he kicked a 38 yard field goal in the second
quarter. Many sports writers label Lon's field goal as
Matthews plunges 7 yards for TD on first play following Bob Coleman's recovery of
Clemson's only "honest" score. This could be debate- aMac
Gamecock fumble. The speedly Tiger halfback wasted no time In capitalizing on Caroable! Armstrong tied the conference record with his lina suicide play. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack)
kick and he shares this title with four other ACC players. With two games left in the regular season, Lonnie
should have another opportunity to pull away from
the other contenders.
The Gamecocks complained that the breaks did
not go their way and this might be true, but we beClemson's freshman football chance to perhaps crash the al- Dave Lynn and Dave Olsen will
lieve that a great many of the so-called "breaks" team, after ending their season a ternate unit is quarterback Jim graduate, so there is a chance
are made and are not just a twist of fate. We few weeks ago, are now getting Parker. Since Joe Anderson is the that freshmen Jack Aaron and
wouldn't call the combination of Morgan Fowler their first taste of varsity ball. only varsity quarterback with any Walter Cox will get a shot at the
and Bob Coleman a twist of fate. Fowler jarred the They have been working with the experience returning, Parker alternate unit. They formed one
varsity in order that they will
of the strongest freshmen posiball loose on the Cock 7 and Coleman covered it. get a taste of things to come, and could see a lot of action. He is a tions as they are both big and
fine
signal
caller,
and
a
bulletThis, my Gamecock friends, is not luck; It is noth- also to help the varsity by running
fast.
like passer.
ing but good hard football—CHEW ON THAT, opponents plays.
Ted Bunton, at center, was
Jimmy Howard and Jerry
BIRD. Tommy Gue and Ron Andreo played outSpirit and teamwork were the Taylor are hard-running backs one ot the outstanding linemen
keynote of this years team that that should add strength to the on the freshman team. Although
standing ball for the Tigs on defensive action—Do
won 4 games against one loss. team. However, with the excep- the first two centers will rethe same thing this week boys!
The Cubs makred up victories tion of quarterback, the entire turn, Bunton should press them
The Gamecock staff has often referred to the Tiger over Wake Forest, Georgia, varsity backfield returns, and it hard for a chance to play. His
Town folks as a bunch of hogs, and a map in their most North Carolina, and South Car- will be extremely difficult for bonecrushing tackles made
olina, while losing only to the the halfbacks and fullbacks to many bad moments for opposrecent "sheet" had us depicted as such. After the game fine
ing backs.
team from Georgia Tech.
last week, the two staffs met in the Clemson House Jim Skiffey, one of the small- crash the starting lineup.
Freshman ends Bob Poole' and Although the difference between
for the purpose of consuming a newspaper. It was est men on the team, was the Lou Fogle are big and tough, and varsity and freshman ball is too
the Gamecock staff that looked like hogs as they gobbled seasons first hero as he ran wild although Sam Anderson is the on- great to tell how these boys will
against Wake Forest and Georgia.
up their editorial pages. A good time was had by all! One of the shiftiest backs at ly senior end, they should form fare, they have at least shown
an aggressive reserve corps. The that they are varsity potential
Better luck next year, Giese.
Clemson in years, Skiffey will be tackles, Vic Aliffi and Joe by their fine games this season.

Scrimmages Enable Cubs To Get
Taste Of Varsity Bali Tactics

an outstanding candidate for the
varsity, although all of this years
A recent article in the Charlotte Observer has halfbacks are returning.
caused a lot of talk on campus about the chances of Another freshman with a good

Bowls?

Clemson going to a post season bowl. It seems that
the writer got most of his information out of the air,
but this is not saying that he could not be right. However, let's not "jump the gun" on this subject because
the season is not over yet and the best possible record
we could have is a 7-3. Whether or not this is good
enough for a bowl bid will depend on several other
factors. Before anyone can talk bowls, Boston College
and Furman must be dealt with. The "Baron" says
that he is going to the Rose Bowl—as a spectator.

LUCKY

Balles, are in the same predica
ment, with Osborne, King, and
the rest of the varsity tackles
returning.

Center Terry Glynn and tackle
Dan Sullivan bolster the line, but
the big man is Larry Eisenhauer,
an All-Sectional and All-America
candidate, whom Coach Hefferle
switched to tackle to strengthen
the line.
The Tigers came out of the
South Carolina encounter with
several injuries. Co-Captains
Dave Lynn and Lowndes Shinger suffered a leg and hand injury respectively. Dave Olson
had a tooth knocked out and
also hurt his hand. End Sam Anderson lost two teeth in the first
quarter.
In spite of these injuries the
Tigers should easily route the Eagles with a devastating running
and passing attack. In the series
with Boston College the Tigers
have won seven, lost three and

tied one. The last game in 1958
was won by the Tigers 34-12.
Clemson's starting lineup will
be the same one that started the
Carolina game, Gary Barnes and
Sam Anderson at ends, Jimmy
King and Ronnie Osborne at tackles, Dave Lynn and Calvin West
at guards, and in the backfield
for the Tigers will be Lowndes
Shingler at quarterback, Mack
Mathews and Harry Pavilack at
the halfback slots, and Ron Scrudato at fullback.

MOONEY
(Continued From Page 1)
residents that was protected from
the exterior influences."
The project was mailed to Milwaukee Nov. 4. Notification of
the award was delayed because
of the telephone breakdown.

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
and Coffee
Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals
.

Prescriptions Our Specialty .. •
Registered Pharmacist On
Duty At All Times

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone OL 4-2661 or OL 4-5172

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM
Snavely -

113-47
111-49
107-53
104-56
. 94-66
. 92-68
. 63-97

Stepp .__
Gumula ..
Willimon
Risher
C & C _
Pighead _

STRIKE

What, no sports car cap? Jou ff ^a me cap ^a belt!"the back\or
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knowledge of some esoteric automotive jargon to enjoy

a Corvette. All you need is a desire to own a car that is designed for your use personally. This is no station
wagon, no family sedan, this is your car and nobody else's. It is the ultimate development of a fine car that

PRESENTS:

has known five years of unparalleled success in the maelstrom of sports car competition, and yet it can be

I
I

DQELDRIFRSOD

tailored to your personal tastes—even if you don't know a tappet from a teapot.
Push-button door handles, inside door locks and a side-view mirror are some of the Corvette conveniences you don't get on most other sports cars. You also have a wide choice of power teams—ranging

DR. FROODS THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: In College, the OTlly

from the standard 230-horsepower engine (which can be matched with Powerglide* to delight the boule-

privileged class is the one with unlimited cuts.

vardier) to the swashbuckling Fuel Injection* V8 with four-speed close-ratio transmission.* Talk it over

:■:•:■:■:■:•:•:■>::■:•:•:
•:■:•:■:•:■:■;•;■;■;■:■:•:■:

♦ 973

It will be rough on them to
make the first
two teams
though, because nearly every
position has several lettermen
returning.

By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Sports Writer
The Bengal Eleven travel to
Chestnut Hills, Massachusetts, tomorrow to take on the Eagles of
Boston College in an intersectional battle. The Tigers are fired up
and rarin' to go after last Saturday's whipping of a sluggish South
Carolina team 12-2.
Boston College, an Eastern Independent school, has compiled
a 2-5-1 record so far this season.
The Eagles have lost several
close ones, 13-12 to Marquette,
19-17 to Detroit, and 10-7 to the
the Hurricaines of Miami. Boston College has managed to tie
Southern Conference Champions,
V.M.I. 14-14 in a hard fought
battle.
Both of the service schools have
managed to beat the Eagles, but
by only small margins. The Middies beat Boston College 22-7,
while the Cadets of Army could
manage only a 20-7 win. The
Eagles are currently riding a two
game winning streak, having
beaten Villanova 20-6 and last
week they outlasted rival Boston
University 23-14.
Boston College has a new head
coach this season, Ernie Hefferle,
and a tremendous array of sophomores. Coach Hefferle coached at
Pittsburgh and last season he was
with the Washington Redskins
before coming to Boston College.
Quarterback John Amabile is
the big gun in the Eagles attack.
Last year Amabile completed 85
of 159 passes for 1,200 yards
and eight touchdowns. He has
been more proficient this year
since Coach Hefferle has put
in the Wing-T formation.
The Eagles backfield is the
same one they had last year with
Amabile at quarterback, Bill Robinson and Bob Perreault at the
halfback spots and Frank Robbitti at fullback. Sophomore Bill
Fitzpatrick adds depth to the fullback position.
Lou Kirovac and John Sikorski are standouts at end with a
fine sophomore, Art Graham from
last year's undefeated freshman
team, giving them a run for their
money. At guards, the Eagles
have Bob LaBlanc and Bill Byrne.

with your dealer. Whatever version you decide on, you're in for the greatest adventure of your driving career!
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Dear Dr. Frood: Here is a controversial bridge hand played at
a recent college tournament. The contract was six no-trump.
Some say declarer should have played the Fiskill Convention,
squeezing West while end-playing East. Others, however, say
a straight dummy reversal and a trump coup would bring home
the contract. What would you do with a hand like this?
No Trump
DEAR NO TRUMP: In our club, successful play would require
slapping the Jack, whistling at the Queen and quickly saying
"Sir Hinkum Dinkum Fuzzy Duster" when the one-eyed King
is played.

'61 CORVETTE BY CHEVROLET

Dear Dr. Frood: How can a nice girl tell whether
a boy is sincere—or just a wolf—when he asks
for a kiss?

Nice Girl
DEAR NICE: Ask to see his teeth.

mmwmwmmmwmmmmwmmm
Dear Dr. Frood: Everybody laughed when I brought my
mother to the Homecoming Dance. What's so funny
about that?
_,
T

t resnman

DEAR FRESHMAN: She's probably a very funny woman.

mm
Dear Dr. Frood: Like every normal college man, I
smoke Luckies. The other day I met this character
who smoked something else. I want to know how a
guy can be stupid as that and still get into college.

Lucky Fan
DEAR LUCKY: Obviously
your college is very easy
to get into.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am 20 years old and I am about to marry
a very nice, well-to-do man. He is 92 years old. Do you
think the gap in our ages will affect our happiness?
Fiancee
DEAR FIANCEE: Not for long.

"IF YOU DON'T SMOKE LUCKIES," SAYS FROOD, "YOU OUGHT TO HAVE YOUR
HEAD EXAMINED!" And Frood ought to know. His head has been examined
seventy-three times. (And phrenologists are still wondering where he got the good
sense to smoke Luckies.)

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and gef some toste for a change!
CM T.Ck)

Product of c/ne J¥mtAte<m U<miziBco-<j»ru»&m&— Uavazeo is our middle namt

See uie new Corvette, Chevrolet cars and Chevy Corvairs at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's,
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McGuirt Lauds School
Spirit And Atmosphere
By DAVE GUMULA
Tiger Sports Writer
During the start of the football season a sophomore
sensation took the eye of every Clemson follower. He
astounded the followers, people who know and appreciate good football, with many brilliant runs, several of which terminated in the end zone. His name has
since become a Clemson College byword. His name —
Bill McGuirt.
Bill, at the present time, leads
the Tigers in points scored, a
department which he will probably hold throughout the season. He has also had the distinction of leading the ACC in
rushing several times this season.
Hailing from Lancaster .South
Carolina, William Douglas McGuirt entered his second year of
an Arts and Science major this
fall.
BUI established a fine athletic
record in Lancaster Senior High
School. As a freshman he started
as a guard but was soon switched to fullback where his size and
strength (which is now 6'-2", 205
lbs.) could be better utilized. This
switch occurred during his sophomore year.
During the following two years

dent's attitude toward football
is excellent and they really
appreciate the fine effort the
team puts forth, win or lose.
"Clemson is a terrific school;
it seems to grow on you. Perhaps it is the atmosphere; perhaps it just can't be explained,
but must be experienced. This atmosphere is a significant factor
in a game and lurks about the
campus even when the football
season is past history.
"When I first came to Clemson and played on the freshman
football team we had a terrific
team and a real good season,
even though we were beaten by
Georgia Tech, our only loss. A
large number of the boys on this
freshman team have made the
first or second varsity team.

Bill McGuirt

Bill saw his team enter and win
two Upper State Championships.
This was a fine climax to his
high school grid career.
Bill was also found on the hardboards playing, of all positions,
center during his junior and senior years. Perhaps this was one
of the reasons why Lancaster's
cage team went to the Upper
State Championships during these
two years.
One of the determining factors of Bill's development on the
gridiron during high school was
backfield Herbert Holafield, a
man who Bill is especially proud
to know. "Coach Holafield was
responsible for everything that
I did. He worked us especially
hard but was excellent beyond
words at getting us prepared for
college football. A real fine person, Coach Holafield has recently moved in order to coach
at Richmond Academy in Augusta, Ga., — a real loss to
Lancaster High.
"Coach Holafield had a lot to
do with my development, Head
Coach Wade Corn of Lancaster
made a .significant contribution
also. With these two combined I
had one of the finest set of
coaches in the state.
Bill is also proud of his brother
Jimmy, who is forming into an
excellent fullback in high school.
"He has scored several touchdowns and is turning in a fine
effort.' Bill's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. McGuirt, will probably soon have two excellent college athletes of which to be proud.
"I always dreamed of going to
Georgia Tech since the second
grade but decided to come
to
Clemson because of the real fine
people and the way they treated
me. Clemson's fine football team
was another factor in choosing
Clemson.
'"The student's actions toward people really determine
whether a person will come to
Clemson. I, personally, was impressed with the overall friendliness and the student's attitude toward the school, visitors
and other students. Clemson stu-

Famous Death Valley Proves
Burial Ground For Gamecocks

Got It!... I Thought!

Sophomore Flash

Such boys as Mack Matthews
show the caliber of that team.
This will have a definite effect
on future seasons as these boys
are getting valuable experience, on the varsity.
"Although our season thus far
has not been as good as it could
be, in the next few years the
teams will get better because of
the freshmen coming up. Our
success in football depends on the
success that we have right now
recruiting. We can recruit better
men if we have a winning season as a lot of people look only
at that.
"We have a tremendous group
of boys playing football for the
school. Many are scholars and
are not what people of other
colleges call
'animals' or
'brutes'. Our athletes are a
nice clean group of boys that
are sincerely interested in
football and the school.
"Football naturally plays a big
part in their college life but they
have as much, or more, sense
than people around school who
do nothing. These players see the
necessity for supporting the
school. A lot of people that don't
help the school somehow get the
blame for poor support shifted to
the ballplayers who really try to
support the school.
About his course Bill says:
"My Arts and Science course,
with a major in English, will
help more than anything else
when I become a restaurant
manager. A person who knows
how to speak and talk to people
and get along with them is usually a successful person.
"One's education comes from
all parts of college life and what
we learn from our touch with
other fields is just as important
as scholarship. A college education actually develops from all
kinds of contacts with people,,
ideas and situations. Thus it is
important to try to meet other
people and join a good organization."

HOLE IN THE AIR!

NO, GLACIER.

Death Valley proved to be the
graveyard for the Carolina
I Gamecocks in the first Solid Saturday classic between the two
state schools. Although the tilt
was not too spectacular from the
stand point of "razzle dazzle"
playing, it did manage to keep
the fans on both sides of the
stadium on the edge of their
seats until the fourth quarter.
The final score ended 12-12
but the game was not really
decided until the closing min-.
utes of the last quarter. The
game developed into a defensive battle between the two
evenly matched lines.
Tiger end Gary Barnes upsets defending Birds to make
The first quarter was all Clemvaliant try for Shingler's TD pass. Barnes was instumental
in the 12-2 defeat of arch rival Carolina. (Tiger Sports son with the Tigers advancing to
the Carolina 27 where ArmPhoto by Jim Burnes).
strong's field goal was wide by
only a few feet. Carolina then
was unable to move the ball past
their own 40. The Tigers took
over and moved the ball to the
Gamecock .32. .Anderson .and.
Shingler's passing attempts were
point, stopped and the Bloomin' Birds
Duke's Blue Devils, com- a touchdown, an - extra
ing through with a convincing 34- a safety, and a fine 38-yd. took over on downs.
In the second quarter Caro7 victory over Wake Forest, con- field goal by Lon Armstrong. Ron
tinue to set the pace in ACC ac- Andreo, Tommy Gue, and Jack lina was not able to get into
tion. Wake, led by the passing of Veronee led the fine defensive
Norman Snead, led early in the play of the Tigers.
second quarter by a 7-6 count.
The most controversial game
However, the Blue Dukes came
played
last Saturday was Maryroaring back the next time they
got the ball then proceeded to land's 22-19 victory over North
score in every period.
Carolina.
In the
waning
Duke, almost assured of the minutes, a disputed pass inter- Clemson oyer Boston College
ACC title, now has a 7-1 record ference call gave the Terps a
Auburn over Florida State
overall and a 5-0 conference mark
Heel Duke OTer North Carolina
with only UNC standing in their first down on the Tar
path. Of course the state of South one yd. line. The Tar Heels, Northwestern over Illinois
Carolina was pre-occupied with leading 19-14 at this point, Purdue over Indiana
the annual and always hard-fought then turned back two succes- Iowa over Notre Dame
Clemson-U. S. C. game. Clemson, sive line plunges by Maryland. Missouri over Kansas
although starting slowly, proced- On third down, Dale Betty Tennessee over Kentucky
ed to bury the Gamecocks in sliced into the end zone for L. S. U. over Wake Forest
what seemed to be a TD.
Death Valley- 12-2.
Syracuse over Miami <Fla.)
With
quarterback
Lowndes However, the official had blown Michigan over Ohio State
Shingler suffering from an injur- the whistle when the decoy, Pay Minnesota over Wisconsin
ed hand. Clemson had to resort Drass, was stopped. Betty's
to the "grind them out" type of touchdown was void. On fourth Nebraska over Oklahoma
game so typical of U. S. C. How- down the calm Betty threw a N. C. State over South Carolina
ever, they beat the Gamecocks strike to Collins for the touch- Pittsburgh over Penn State
at their own game and won by down, and Maryland was the vic- Rice over TCU
Vandy over Tulane
scoring a little bit of everything tor.

UNC Stands In Path
Of Bowl Bound Devils

Shingler, McGuirt,
Pavilack Lead Tigs
In Statistics Race

Coach Jim Hickey of N. C.
was asked who made the pass
interference call. He replied,
"Sid Hughes of Norfolk, Va.,
and I hope to hell he's proud of <
it."

Shingler leads the Clemson Tigers in total offense with 921 yards.
This also puts Shingler into third
place in the ACC in total yardage behind Roman Gabriel of
N. C. State and Norm Snead of
Wake Forest. Shingler has completed 53 passes out of 125 attempted for 698 yards. Joe Anderson has completed 11 passes for 153 yards but has a 14
yard average gain per pass.
On the receiving end, Harry
Pavilack has caught 17 for 242
yards. Although second to Pavilack with 12 passes and 234 yards,
Gary Barnes has a 19.5 gain per
pass compared to 14.2 yards for
Pavilack.'
Bill McGuirt is the leading rusher with 234 yards in 81 attempts.
Breathing down his neck is Shingler with 23 yards rushing. Mac
Matthews with 191 yards has the
highest gain per carry with a
4.7 yards average.
McGuirt also leads in scoring
with 48 points on eight touchdowns. With three field goals and
16 extra points, Lon Armstrong
is next with 25 points. Overall,
Clemson has scored 141 points to
their opponents' 85.
Loose ball handling has plagued the Tigers in that they
have lost 9 fumbles while recovering five of their opponents'.
In the interception column,
Wendell Black leads with two
snags for a 25 yard average, and
the team has intercepted 8 for
an average of 20 yards.

Virginia lost its 25th consecutive
game as All-America candidate
Joe Bellino romped for four
touchdowns for once - beaten
Navy.

roopj

WOOL SUITS
and COATS
• CORDUROY
TROUSERS
• WHITE DRESS
SHIRTS
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Virginia held Navy in check for
the first quarter, but the powerful Middies exploded for
21
points in the second period as
Bellino scored on a pass and
runs of 39 and 90 yds. The rout
ended with the unfortunate Cavaliers on the short end of a 41-6
score.
Disaster also struck the N.
C. State Wolfpack as they were
defeated by an underdog Arizona State team 25-22. State,
having a fine year until last
Saturday, fumbled five times,
losing three of them, to hand
the game to the hungry Arizona
men.
With the Wolfpack leading 2215 in the third quarter, the A. S.
U. quarterback, Joe Zuger, grabbed a fumble by Roman Gabriel
in mid-air and ran untouched for
the backbreaking score. Later in
the fourth period, Jones kicked a
25-yd field goal to win the contest for Arizona State.
ACC ratings now stand:
Duke
N. C. State
Clemson
Maryland
Wake Forest ,
TJ. s. c. _
Virginia
North Carolina

5-0
4-1
4-2
4-2
2-4
1-3
0-4
0-5

Five more league champions,
due to be crowned this week, set
the stage for the most exciting intramural playoffs yet at Clemson. Three league championships have been settled already
(at noon Monday) and the remaining five are sure to mean a
tournament of eight exciting
teams.

Delta Phi Kappa became the
first league champion last Tuesday at 5 o'clock; they had just
beaten a hustling Chester county team 13-0. An hour later Sigma Kappa Epsilon joined them
in the tournament by virtue of
an easy triumph over E6 32-6.
Union County became the third
winner Wednesday,
stopping
8th Barracks West 14-0.
Some good teams have fallen by
the wayside, thus pointing up the
belief that competition in the playoffs will be heated. B6, forfeit
winner over F4, and ED5, 43-6
over A6 New, finished out of the
running with fine 4-1 records.
More good teams are destined to
fall. A headliner game between
Charleston County and ED4 was
set for Wednesday provided successful warmups could be accomplished against 4th Barracks and
Delta Kappa Alpha. This action
was scheduled in League 3. In
League 2 Abbeville County needed to repel Phi Kappa Delta, and
in League 4 ditto for F4 News
against Tiger Band.
Kappa Sigma Nu expected a
scrap from the Newman Club

Pete's Drive-In
No. 5
Anderson, South Carolina

er was downed on the USC three
yard line. On the first play in
this series, Fowler made another
jarring tackle this time on halfback Jack Morris. The ball
squirted free an dColeman fell
on it once again.
The Tigers went into the end
zone on the next play when
halfback Mack Mathews took a
pitchout from Shingler and
scampered home untouched.
The PAT by Armstrong made
it Clemson 10: USC 2.
Most of the Tiger fans thought
maybe things would break loose
at this moment, but the Gamecocks were not to fall apart as
they have done so many times
in the past. A short time later
the Carolina quarterback was
rushed hard by end Gary Barnes, and forced a pitchout to go
awry.
When the halfback picked it
up he was thrown into the end
zone for a Clemson safety and
two more points for the Bengal
eleven.
The final score for the first
"Solid Saturday": Clemson 12So. Carolina 2.

We Pick 'Em
SNAVELY

WILLIMON

GUMULA

RISHER

C & C

PIGHEAD

Clemson
Auburn
Duke
N'western
Pufdue
Iowa

Clemson
Auburn
Duke

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson
Auburn
Duke
Illii

Clemson
Fla. State
N. Carolina
Illinois
Indiana
Notre Damt
Kansas
Kentucky
Wake Forest
Miami
Ohio State
Wisconsin
Oklahoma

Tennessee
L.S.U,
Miami
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
N. C. State
Pittsburgh
TCU

Tulane
Maryland
Furman
UCLA

Kansas
Tennessee
L.S.U.
Syracuse
Ohio State
Minnesota
Oklahoma
N. C. State
Pittsburgh
Rice
Vandy
Maryland
Furman
UCLA

Three League Titles Decided
In the two games involving outIn the 8 games played so far of-conference foes, the ACC came As Intramural Finish Nears
this year, quarterback Lowndes in second best in both. Hapless

A radio message has come toTim
Wade, Alaska bush pilot, from
Cliff Lake Camp: "Man badly
hurt—need doctor and nurse!"

Note: Tim knew a
glacier surface always chills the air
above it—causing a
down-draft.

Carolina received the second
the Tiger's territory and the
Bengal Eleven took over on half kickoff and moved themtheir 28. Behind the efforts of selves into excellent field posiShingler, Scrudato and Pavi- tion. Then Werntz and Hatcher
lack, the pigskin was moved to tangled up in the best punting
the Carolina 37. From this duel seen in Tigertown in quite
point Clemson's ace punter, some time.
Eddie Werntz, put the Birds
USC's Hatcher would boot
in a hole with a 36 yard punt deep into Clemson territory and
that rolled dead on the Carolina when the Tigers could not move
1-yard line.
it out, Werntz would kick it
Bennett and Harris were only out, but, nonetheless, Carolina
able to gain three yards before was in the better position.
Carolina was forced to punt. This went on for the third fifHatcher, Carolina's barefoot kick- teen minutes and the score reer booted the ball to the Game- mained three to two at the
cock 45. Clemson then advanced end of the third quarter.
the ball to the 38 where, once What was considered the turnagain, the services of guard Lon- ing point of the ball game.came
nie Armstrong were called upon. during the first part of the final
Armstrong put the pig skin period. The Gamecocks were
through the uprights to give the moving the ball at the Clemson
Tigers a 3-0 lead.
41, when a bone-crushing tackle
With only seconds remaining in by Morgan Fowler jolted the ball
the first half, the Cocks had the loose from quarterback Tommy
Tigers deep in their own terri- Pilcher and Clemson's Bob Coletory. On the last play of the half man gobbled it up.
quarterback Lowndes Shingler Howard's boys could not move
was trapped in the end zone for however, and once again Werntz
a Carolina safety. At half time, sent a punt sailing deep into the
the Tigers had a slim 3-2 margin opponents territory. This one was
over the determined Gamecocks. good for 57 yards and the receiv-

for the
League 5 title. In
League 8, either E3, Dillon
County, or B8 could win with
an all-winning week. Leagues 1,
5, 6, sported the above named
champions, Delta Phi Kappa,
Sigma Kappa Epsilon, and Union County respectively.
The championship tournament
will be an eight team, 3 day affair. It will begin on Monday, November 21. The semi-finals will be
on Tuesday and the finals the following Monday. First round games will be played at 4:30 on the
four fields presently in use. Tuesday's games will be on the drill
and baseball fields with the finals
to be held on the practice
(Riggs) field.
Other results of last week were:
Tiger Band 1, 7th Barracks West
0 (forfeit); ED4 58, D2 6; A6 1
4th Barracks 0 (Montana playoff); Dillon County 20, D5 0; E3
7, ED Frosh 0; B8 1, C7 0 (Montana playoff); A6 New 15, Fl 0;
F3 7, C6 6; E5 50, 8th Barracks
7; Barnwell County 13, 7th Barracks East 0; ED6 21, Tiger
Band 6; 7th Barracks West 31,
D3 0; C7 20, ED Frosh 0; Dillon
County 19, B8 7.

Duke
N'western
Purdue
Iowa
Missouri
Tennessee
L.S.U.
Syracuse
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
N. C. State
Pittsburgh
Rice
Vandy
Maryland
Furman
UCLA

N'western

Syracuse
Ohio State
Oklahoma
N. C. State
Pittsburgh
Rice
Vandy
Maryland
Furman
UCLA

Missouri
Tennessee
L.S.U.
Syracuse
Michigan
Minnesota
Nebraska
N. C. State
Penn. State
Rice
Vandy
Maryland
Furman
UCLA

Penn. State
TCU

Tulane
Virginia
Davidson
So. Cal.

So much
luxury, so
reasonably priced

Alligator
weatherstyle^ outercoats

$38.75
distinctive
plaid back fabrics

: 0C0NEE :
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
FRI. & SAT.
NOV. 18 & 19

"TARZAN THE
rr
MAGNIFICENT
Gordon Scott
MON., TUES., WED.
NOV. 21, 22, 23

"ICE PALACE"
Richard Burton
Robert Ryan
Martha Ayer

Only Alligator offers you so much
beautiful coat at so little cost.
The Weatherstyle fabrics with distinctive plaid backs are magnificent
—rich, supple, strong... beautifully
woven in a wide choice of handsome patterns and smart colors.
Alligator full-cut styling gives
free-swinging comfort, walking or
driving. Water repellent processed
for all-weather wear.
Other Alligator Coats $14.95 to $40.00

THURS., FRI., SAT.
NOV. 24, 25, 26

"THE CROWDED
SKY"
Dana Andrews
Efrem Zimbalist,
Rhonda Fleming
— In Color —

"A
Man's

£MAjUf& Store
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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When Gamecocks
And Tigers Clash
By JOHN A. LONG, II
Tiger News Editor
Tradition was discarded as some 47,000 autumn-attired
football enthuiasts made their way along the colorful highways
to view for the first time the Tigers and Gamecocks do combat
in Death Valley last Saturday.
"Solid Saturday" began for the Clemsonites, though,
Friday evening as Gator Farr buried that "damn rooster"
while over 1000 students and townspeople cheered lustily.
One Carolina transfer student, formerly from Clemson,
noted that the pep rally in Columbia obtained much less
participation than Clemson's.
Following a fiery annihilation of the chicken In the parking lot adjacent to the Field House, fraternity members, friends
and dates attended Clemson's first Inter-Fraternity dance
at the Army Reserve Center.
Confetti, noise makers and hats issued to guests assisted
the Royal Knights, a rock and roll combo, in making IFC's
dance a successful prelude to'the events to come.
Oconee State Park was booked for "Solid Saturday's"
guests and students' weeks prior to Friday evening as were
several private homes in Walhalla, Clemson, Anderson .'and as
far away as Clayton, Ga.
Clear skies and brisk weather accompanied the thousands of fans to Clemson as traffic slowly became more and
more congested through the morning hours Saturday.
Punctual fans arriving prior to the game literally covered
the campus with picnic lunches. The trunks of cars were converted into picnic tables and in front of Riggs Hall a small
cluster has set up two tables spreading the packed lunches out
on it.
The 58th meeting of the two teams was finally played before the colorful backdrop of the golden, bronze and reddish
hills of Clemson.
Pre-game activties included Banks McFadden's receiving his award to Football's Hall of Fame and the introduction of the fathers of the players, as it was also Dad's
day.
Distinguished guests sitting in the president's box included former Gov. James F. Byrnes and Mrs. Byrnes, U. S.
Senator Olin D. Johnston and Strom Thurmond and Representative Jennings Bryan Dorn.
As half-time festivities began, the score had taken on the
appearance of a baseball game, 3-2 in favor of the home team
with Carolina coming to bat after a 25 minute "stretch''.
Even though Carolina male students claim to have
more co-eds than Clemson, their eyes must still have popped as their own Coquettes and Clemson's three majorettes
paraded on the field with bright, short and provocative
satin tights.
Piracy on the "high" C's was quite prevalent as a Gamecock stole a rat cap and the Tigers retaliated by snatching a
megaphone as their booty.
Clemson Tigers had had their moments of excitement and
laughter as the game drew to a close with Clemson on top.
Werntz had kicked a 57 yard punt and literally dropped the
ball on the one-half yard line. Carolina backs had run together
earlier and were fined 15 yards for illegal shifting.
The annual Blue Key dance between the two schools was
held in the dining hall that night until 12 p.m. as, "united
we stand, divided we fall", Clemson celebrated and Carolina drowned their sorrows.
Sunday brought to an official close the weekend. Houseparties broke up, girls packed into cars, buses and trains to
begin the long ride back, and wallets were checked for the
next week. Monday morning classes loomed ahead, but the
general concensus was that the first "Solid Saturday" was
successful.
I
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BEOTIGER
Editor's note: The following poem was translated from old English by news editor, John Long,
and managing editor, Bob Burns. The story depicts
the forces of good, represented by Beotiger, against
those of evil, represented by Greasel's Gamehens,
and the successful annihilation of the latter.
List to an old time lay of Clemsonites,
Full of prowness of famous coaches,
Deeds of renown that were done by Tigers;
Howard of the Hills from scourging foemen,
From raiders of many their mead-halls wrested.
Now, Howard was Beotiger in the burgs of the
Blue Ridge,
Such fame he won, that his faithful band
Of youthful warriors waxed amain.
So great had grown his guard of kinsman,
That it came in his mind to call on his people
To build a mead-ball, mightier far
Than any e'er seen by the son's of men.
With speed they built it, and soon 'twas finished,
Greatest of halls. Death Valley he named it,
Well known o'er lands afar, the fair hall towered
Wide-gabled and high; not far was the time
That ancient feuds should open afresh.

•
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In the darkness dwelt a demon sprite
Whose heart was filled with fury and hate.
When he heard each week the noise of victory
Loud in the hall, laughter and song.
Now the demon grim was Greasel called,
March-stalker huge, the moors he roamed.
The joyless creature had kept long time
The lonely fen, lairs of Gamecocks,
Cast out of men, an exile acurst.
Now Greasel came, from his crags of mist
Across the moor; he was curst of God.
The murderous prowler meant to surprise
In the high built hall his human prey.
He stalked neath the clouds, till steep before him
The house of revelry rose in his path,
The gold-hall of heroes, the gaily adorned.
Beotiger's home he had hunted full often,
But never before had he found to receive him
So hardly a hero, such hall-guards there.
Close to the valley crept the slayer,
Doomed to misery, but angered and eager to
slay.
The heroes of Beotiger in dauntless fury
Bedecked their armor to ward their leader,
Eagerly brandished their famed attack,
The life of their peerless lord to defend.
The ravening fiend o'er the bright painted
field
Furious ran, while flashed from his eyes
An ugly glare like embers aglow. He laughed in
his heart
The hideous fiend; he hope ere dawn
To sunder body from soul of each;
He looked to appease his lust of blood,
Glut his maw with the men he would slay;
But Wyrd had otherwise willed his doom;
Never again should he get a victim
After that day. Then forward he hastened
Sprang at the heroes, feathers afluttering;
Fiercely clutched him with fiendish claws.
But quickly Armstrong caught his forearm,
And threw himself on it with all his weight.
Straight discovered that crafty plotter,
That never in all midfield had he ever met
In any man a mightier grip. The ravager hoped
To wrench himself free, and gain the fen,
For he felt his claws helpless and limp
In the hands of his lusty foe.
Dread was the den, the Cocks were frighted
By the uproar wild of the ale-spilling fray.
The hardiest blenched as the Valley-foes
wrestled
In terrible rage. The rafters groaned;
'Twas wonder great that the wine-hall stood,
Firm 'gainst the fighters' furious onslaught,
Nor fell to the ground that glorious stadium.

•
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Then sank the Tigers to slumber but sorely paid
One poor wretch for his sleep that day.
Quickly Greasel seized a sleeping Shingler,
Fast in his clutch to the fens he dragged him.
He was to Beotiger of heroes the dearest,
Most trusted of liegemen between two seas,
Comrade the nearest, wounded in his sleep.
But Greasel found, who in former days
So many a warrior had wantonly slain,
In brutish lust, abandoned of God,
That the frame of his body was breaking at last.
Keen of courage, the kinsman of Beotiger
Grasp him grimly gripped in his hands.
Loath was each to the other alive.
The grisly monster got his death-wound:
A huge gap opened under his left wing;
Crunched the socket, cracked the sinews,
Glory was given to Matthews.
But Greasel escaped with his gaping wound,
O'er the dreary moor his dark den sought,
Crawled to his lair. 'Twas clear to him then,
The count of his hours to end had come,
Done were his days. The Tigers were glad,
The hard fight was over, they had their desire.
Cleared was the Valley. Twas cleansed by the
hero
The lord of Tigers rejoiced in his work,
The deed of renown he had done that day.
The hero had laid the hand of Greasel
Both wing and claws, the whole forequarter
With clutches huge, 'neath the high-peaked roof.
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Miss Clemson Contest
Draws To End Monday
Miss Clemson College, a coed Joan, a sophomore majoring in
to represent Clemson at all education, is from Walhalla. Ann,
functions which call for a female also an education sophomore, is
representative will be selected from Clemson.
by the student body in a special
Angus McGregor, president of
election to be held Monday.
the student body, emphasized that
The Executive Committee of the the Miss Clemson College contest
student government held elimina- is not a beauty contest. The pritions' Monday to select five fi- mary considerations in the selecnalists for the election. The girls tion of the representative are: inchosen were Liz Booker, Linda terest in Clemson, ability to meet
Chandler, Judy DeLoach, Joan the public, knowledge of Clemson, and reason for selecting
Miller and Ann Sherman.
Clemson as her choice of college.
Liz is a fifth year architecture
After the difficulties of selecting
student from Clemson. Linda, a
freshman majoring in mechan- a representative for Clemson to
cal engineering,
is from the Bluebonnet Bowl, the ExecuClarksville, Ga. Judy is an tive Committee decided to elect
arts and sciences major from a co-ed to this position at the
beginning of each year.
Clemson.

Future Farmers Hold
Meeting; Rogers Talks
Clemson Chapter of Future Farmers held a regular meeting recently in the chapter meeting
room of the Plant and Animal
Science building.
Presiding over the meeting
was Robert Hayes, second vicepresident. After the opening
ceremony,
Jon Rogers, state
delegate, gave a talk on the
National FFA convention which
was held Oct. 10-15.
The Clemson Chapter was also represented by James Boiling, Hugh Durham and George
Paul Jones who received their
American Farmer's degree.
Rhett Bickley and James BaDington gave a talk on the chaptsr's weekend outing of Oct. 22
at Table Rock State Park. Hiking,
fishing, .boating and a tour of
the Blue Ridge Parkway and
Pickens Tree Nursery were included in the activities of the
weekend.
Robert Hayes spoke about the

trip to FFA and GHA meetings
at the State Fair. The chapter
was represented _ by the chapter
officers Jon Rogers, past state
president, and James Ballington, state vice-president.
Charles Sparks, chairman of
the calendar committee, gave
a report on the progress made
in selling ads. The money received from the sale of the ads
will help support some of the
educational and social activities of the chapter.
Mr. Kirkley, co-advisor of the
chapter, showed a film on "Soil
Conservation." After the closing
ceremony the meeting was adjourned.

TILLMAN

Upperclassmen Need To Guard
Campus From Juvenile Frosh
Dear Editor:
Well, "Solid Saturday i960" is
now history. The "Rats" are now
to be called Freshmen and I can
once more eat my meals in relative peace and quiet. However,
this last week has tended to leave
a rather bitter taste and a degree of disgust with several
members of the student body.
Please allow me to elaborate. . .
I am a firm believer in school
spirit. This afternoon at the
Clemson-Carolina
game,
the
head cheerleader of the Carolina
students admitted that their
cheering squad wasn't getting
the results they wanted. Clemson has spirit, but somewhere,
children, we must draw the line!

Angus said that one purpose of
this competition is to give recognition to an outstanding co-ed
without stressing the beauty aspect as the deciding factor.

Textile Depr.
Encouraged By
Roll Increase
Enrollment in the School
of
Textiles has increased by 34 students over last year's enrollment
of 266. Freshmen in 1959 numbered 56 with 79 enrolled this year.
The increased enrollment is a
sign of encouragement to the industry which faces an unprece- Block "C" president Baily Hendley chows down on cub
dented demand for professionally Doug Whittemore during initiation' this past week, the club
trained personnel, states Dean initiated some nine cubs who earned letters last spring. (Tiger
Gaston Gage.
Photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Letter To Tom

Student Commends
Weekend Pep Rally

Through the results of a recent
Dear Tom:
survey conducted among former
Contrary to what some people
Clemson textile students by Dean
believe in the purpose of The TiGage it is shown that the textile
ger, I would like to commend the
industry provides happy and reStudent Body for their fine attiwarding careers.
tude during the past weekend,
Seventy-five percent of the for- especially at the pep rally Frimer students reported that they day night. I would also like to
are continuing their careers in commend the cheerleaders for
the textile field.
their performance. It was one of
the best and cleanest pep rallys
I have ever been to. Gator Farr
was in his usual rare form which
served to set the weekend off.

(Continued From Page 3)
small wonder the workmen didn't
think it was funny. Laying
the
same walk three times gets old
kind of fast.
. . .the overall enthusiasm and
desire to work shown by freshAnother commendation is due
man ROTC students at drill? Keep
Dave Morehead and the rest of
Michael H. Gray has been the freshman class for the fine
it up men, it's being noted. At
a recent review Company C-l was awarded the Ethyl Corporation
awarded the colors.
undergraduate
scholarship
in
Dr. George H. Aull, head of the
chemical engineering at Clemson
(Continued From Page 1)
Clemson agricultural economics
the company announced recent- ing been the Music Director of
and. rural sociology department
the NBC Opera Company since
gave two talks this month in the
ly.
John K. Bailes, dairy major
state.
Gray a graduate of Ware Shoals 1949.
On Wednesday he spoke on from Union, participated in the High School and former student The Czech-born conductor has
"A Good Word for Agriculture" International Dairy Products
at Emory University also held been guest conductor of many
during the observance of Farm- judging contest, held recently in
American symphony orchestras
Chicago,
as
a
member
of
the
the Ethyl scholarship last year.
er-City Week in Gaffney.
and has conducted widely in EuClemson
dairy
products
judging
Last "week he addressed
the
Ethyl's scholarship at Clemson rope. His American conducting
team.
South Carolina Bankers Associawas established last fall as part career started when he directed
tion in the auditorium of the
He placed fourth in the group
a special concert of the New York
school of Business Administra- of 75 college students who parti- of the company's program of aidPhilharmonic Symphony.
to-education.
This
marks
the
tion at the University of South cipated. Each of the contestants
Carolina, discussing the changes were rated on their judging of 24th consecutive year of such Last summer Adler directed the
Tthyl support.
world premiere performance in
of the state on agriculture and ten samples of milk.
their effects on our economy.
John is vice president of
the
In addition to this award Ethyl Brussels of Menotti's "Maria GoDr. Aull will speak at a Colum- Clemson chapter of American Dai- currently is providing 20 gradu- lovin." Next spring he will make
bia Rotary Club meeting on the ry Science Association and also ate research fellowships at as his Rome opera debut conducttopic "Economic Development in winner of the chapter's achieve- many leading colleges and uni- ing Moussorgsky's "Fair at Sorothe South" Nov. 22.
ment award.
versities throughout the country. chinsk" in addition to a series of

Ethyl Corporation
Grants Gray Award

Dr. Aull Speaks
To Group At USC

Letter To The Editor

Hendley Hammers Haunches

The coed
chosen as Miss
Clemson College will represent
Clemson at all local, state, and
national functions that call for a
co-ed
representative.
These
functions include bowl games,
the South
Carolina Campus
Queen competition, and other
similar affairs.

Many students are choosing a
career in textiles according to
the Dean because it is a prospering and growing industry rather
than locking to some far-off
place for an occupation which
possibly offers an uncertain future.
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Boiles Rotes Fourth
In Judging Contest

concerts for BBC in London,
job of guarding of the campus
this past weekend from
the
"chickens."
In reply to Mr. T. C. Wheeler's article in last week's Tiger,
"Tigerama Presents Spectacular
Flop to Thousands in Audience,"
I would like to say that I am
very sorry he did not enjoy the
show. It seems that he has a
grudge against the entire student
production. Even if his gripe
were entirely true I don't believe
I saw him doing anything to correct the situation. Tigerama is an
all-student production which is
only coordinated by Blue Key. If
the student in question would be
willing to work as hard on the
next production as he criticized
on this past one, I am sure Tigerama would be better than it is
today. As for the fireworks, anyone who did not like them is
bound just to have gotten up on
the wrong side of the bed that
morning and was still mad at the
world.
Concerning talent, it would
seem to me that fraternities
should have played a large part
in Tigerama. I hope that they
in the future will take on projects of a similar nature.
Bob Lawrence '61

you expect me to think you did
any real good? All right, you
say it is "tradition." Well, if
last week is any example, I
suggest that in the future, instead of posting two-paged battle assignments on all the bulletin boards that the upperclassmen better try guarding
the campus from the "Rats".
One more item for today's discussion. I think someone in the
"Powers that be" ought to take
a walk down into the College Station Post Office. Last weekend,
students and guests on tour were
shown through here. The Post

Office is in a disgraceful condition! The ceiling has practically all fallen in where new
boxes have been added. It looks
as though the job was not finished. Anyway, it is evident to
anyone that ceiling tiles are
missing, the supports are about
to come down, and the general
appearance is bad. I bet if the
Athletic Association could find a
way to make money off of the
Post Office, it would be in top
shape. How about this, Physical
Plant or whichever department
this comes under.
C. Eugene Garrison, '62

Engineers and scientists who will
achieve Bachelor of Science or higher
degrees by January or June of 1961
: are invited to ON CAMPUS IHTERVIEWS

Being awakened at three o'clock in the morning by trash
barrels rolling across the quadrangle isn't exactly enjoyable.
Especially when your room is
on the ground level. This took
place early Thursday morning.
After rolling barrels down the
steps from the dining hall to
the lower quadrangle, the spilled refuse was ignited to further increase the pleasure of
such a novel activity.

with an engineering representative
of the DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY on

Here I would like to add that
a pile of garbage (may sound
vulgar, but it was) lay on these
same steps until after 4 p.m.
Thursday afternoon, providing a
disagreeable fragrance to all who
passed. Perhaps some of the students deserved this. I can't see
that we, the students, are justified in expecting college personnel
to clean up the results of our hellraising.
Much of this was done while
our "Rats" were "guarding the
campus." Really, fellows. Do

December 12 & 73, 7960
'America's most exciting space and defense projects, including SATURN, SKYBOLT andMISSILEER—and others of like importance—
have created outstanding long range opportunities at Douglas in the following fields:

STUDENT

Electrical
Electronics
Mechanical
Chemical
Aeronautical
Metallurgical

(Continued From Page 3)
Having the reputation of "Country Gentlemen" is worthwhile.
When you make a trip to a
friend's home, or perhaps to another campus, you should be able
to say, "I'm from Clemson" with
a
confidence gained by the
knowledge that Clemson's good
reputation is well known. When
you interview for a position with
a firm, you should gain confidence
from the fact that the interviewer knows that you are from Clemson. Out in the world after graduation, you will want to be able
to hold your head high when you
speak of your alma mater.

Welding
Engineering Mechanics
Physics
Mathematics
Astronomy
Astro-Physics

Openings exist at Douglas locations in Santa
Monica and El Segundo, California and Charlotte, North Carolina.
If you are a U.S. citizen who will earn a
qualifying degree, please contact your placement office for an appointment. If unable to do
so, write to Mr. C. C. LaVene,

Some years ago someone bestowed upon Clemson men the
honorable name of Country Gentlemen. We should all try to live
up to this high standard. As a
Clemson Student, do you feel you
measure up to this title?

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California

Have a real cigaretfe-have a CAMEL

Telephone engineer Bill Pigott, left, and helicopter pilot plan aerial exploration for microwave tower sites./

K

ENGINEERED MICROWAVE TOWER LOCATIONS
ON MY FIRST ASSIGNMENT"
When Bill Pigott knocked on the door of
Pacific Telephone, he had two big assets. One
was an electrical engineering degree from Seattle
University; The other was a craving to jump
right into vital engineering problems.
It was not long before Bill was exploring
Washington's rugged Cascade Range in a helicopter to find sites for microwave relay towers
—part of a multimillion dollar telephone construction job. Today, it's considerable satisfaction to him to see these towers spanning the
mountains, knowing that his planning helped
put them there.

Other important assignments followed: engineering maritime radio systems, SAGE systems
—figuring engineering costs for Air Force Titan
missile bases.
"Our people respect a man's engineering
training—you really get a chance to show what
you've got on the ball," Bill says. "I was up to
my neck in tough engineering problems right
from the start."
If you want a job where you put your training
to work from the day you hang up your hat—you'll
want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."

rUf&MSff &■ DOMESTIC
BLEND
CIGARETTES

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
a** B.'?. Bejno!<ii3obicwCff«Wmitoo.Si!«ii.J».C.

FREDERICK R. KAPPEL, President
i American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

